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At Anchor
By the new Chair of Newhaven Heritage,
Dr J J “Jeff” Liston FLS
HELLO, AND WELCOME TO THIS ISSUE OF THE BOW TOW.
As my departing predecessor intimated on his way out of the door last issue, I have been cued up to be the new
Chair of Newhaven Heritage, in the campaign to restore the Newhaven Museum to the village. ‘Why me’ is a very
reasonable question for you to ask — although it proved not to be a question good enough to get George to
change his mind! As was mentioned to me during the last few days, a ‘Bow
Tow’ was technically someone both of whose parents were born in
Newhaven. In that context – with a mother from Leith, I would not qualify,
despite being one of the last members of the Free Fishermen of
Newhaven. My father, however . . . his mother was Esther Liston, the last
working fishwife of Newhaven, someone who will be no stranger to regular
readers of this esteemed publication. My father — an active local
historian, who produced some of the earliest colour film of the village —
went on to be one of a group of local people who collectively decided that
there should be a Newhaven Museum. Indeed, the first meeting of that
group took place in our family front room in Derby Street.
With the positive support of Edinburgh City Council and Edinburgh City
Museum staff (the – then – Edinburgh District Council sub-leased the
museum from Edinburgh Fish Restaurants Ltd (trading as Harry
Ramsden’s) leasing it from the owners, Forth Ports plc), the museum
opened in 1994 in the small southern end of the traditional fishmarket
building on the east side of Newhaven Harbour, with a restricted 148
square metre footprint. In the ensuing years, it went on to exceed all
expectations, generating an annual visitor footfall exceeding other more
ABOVE: Mr and Mrs George Liston
established and higher profile museums such as the Hunterian, Scotland’s
oldest public museum, and
Scotland Street School Museum of Education, both of which have the
larger constituency of Glasgow to draw directly on. In addition to the
original modest hopes of being an outreach station for the City
Museums and a means to display the more directly relevant local objects
in context, the museum became a local hub where groups came with
family photographs and family trees, adding to and generating a huge
genealogical resource. It became the first genuine community hub since
the ‘clearances’ of the village in the 1960s.
All this may serve to demonstrate some sort of genealogical legitimacy
or pedigree of some kind for the role of Chair of this dedicated group,
which has been striving to restore the Newhaven Museum since 2008.
However, it also means that the responsibility is not one that sits at all
easily with me — especially when we have never been closer to our goal
than we are now.
The recent arising of the opportunity afforded by the proposed asset
transfer of Victoria Primary School offers an extremely rare chance of an
appropriate space, with a setting for the heritage centre that is both
historically relevant for the village that it will serve, and geographically
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ABOVE: Esther Liston — Wife, Mother,
Homemaker and Fishwife,
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BELOW: Layout of the existing
anchor Building
(Dimen
central to the relevant
area that it will represent.
Recognising
this,
Newhaven
Heritage
registered its interest in
the site with Edinburgh
City Council in May
2018.
The
space
required by the NHC
for
a
reinstated
Newhaven Heritage
and Cultural Centre
should
be
cognisant of both
the
expanded
requirements, and the need
for better breathing space for the previous
displays, given that the previous environment of 148 square
metres would require to be expanded in order to allow some flexibility in space
use. As such, there should ideally be a minimum of two separate spaces, a main one of 150
square metres for the permanent displays, and a further space of 75-90 square metres for temporary exhibitions
and evening hires for meetings, as have been trialled by NHC in recent years.
Work done since then has made it evident that far and away the most suitable part of the site for the Newhaven
museum to be based in, fitting all these requirements, is the Anchor Building, the modern structure present for
only the last few years, of a modern enough construction to be suitable as a secure environment for the display
and housing of museum objects. This view has only been reinforced by feedback from the community, that has
confirmed a genuine desire for the Newhaven Heritage group to not only be represented within the site but, in
particular, to be represented in the Anchor Building. Therefore, as of November 2019, Newhaven Heritage is in a
position to enhance the proposed developments of the Victoria Primary School site, and is keen to take ownership
of the Anchor Building and grounds to the north of that building to create a Cultural Centre for all ages, that
incorporates the highly successful Newhaven Museum to reflect the history of the area. This proposal will offer
synergy to the community and a focal point for Newhaven.
So, this is a critical time for our group and our campaign — for perhaps the best remaining space within the
borders of what used to be the village, to tell the story of Newhaven for visitors, residents, and “new” Newhaveners
alike.
Welcome all.
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DOUBLE TRAGEDY
IN THE FORTH
By Meg Wallace
MY GREAT-GREAT-GRANDFATHER CARNIE SEATON DIDN’T have an easy start in life. He was born in 1853, just two
years before his father William tragically disappeared. It is assumed he drowned in the Firth of Forth in December
1855, along with William Paterson and James Jarvie. They were all fishermen from Newhaven.
Newspapers at the time reported that they ‘left
Newhaven in a boat for the purpose of piloting any
ships they might meet coming up the Firth’. The boat
was found ‘floating bottom upwards off the Isle of
May’.
Carnie’s mother, Margaret Seaton (nee Ramsay), was
pregnant when her husband drowned. Her daughter
Mary McDougall Seaton was born in May 1856.
However Mary sadly died in the August of the same
year. Four months later and almost 12 months to the
day since she had lost her husband, Margaret’s eldest
son William Seaton Jr also died aged 5 years.
It is difficult to imagine how Margaret Seaton would
have felt having lost her husband and two of her three
children within a period of 12 months. She was left
with one son, my great, great grandfather Carnie
Seaton.

ABOVE: Carnie Seaton and his wife, Helen (Buchan)
Seaton outside their home at 25 New Lane.

In the 1861 census Margaret was recorded as a visitor
at her mother Sarah Ramsay’s house in Laverockbank
Terrace. Carnie, then aged 7 years, was recorded as
living with his widowed aunt, Marion McInnes in
Auchinlecks Brae. By the 1871 census Carnie was living
with his Uncle and Aunt, James and Margaret Ramsay
in 4 James Street. Then, in 1876 Carnie, now aged 23,
married Helen Buchan aged 26. Helen was the
illegitimate daughter of Grant Logan and reputed
father Thomas Buchan.

Carnie and Helen Seaton had five children, William, born in 1876, James Ramsay, born in 1878, my great
grandmother Elizabeth Logan, born in 1880, Carnie, born in 1884 and a little oddly a second William, born in 1887
who died within hours of his birth.
Tragically Carnie’s oldest son, William Seaton, aged 41, was also drowned in the Firth of Forth off Inchcolm Island
on 22nd June 1918, while serving in the Merchant Navy on board SS Cavalier. He and two others were on their
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return journey from the island to the ship when a gust of wind caught the
sail and they were thrown overboard. His two companions were saved. His
body was recovered by his father, Carnie and a group of other fishermen
from Newhaven and he is buried in Rosebank Cemetery. Further details of
this incident and information on all those lost during the Great War can be
found in David Seaton’s book A Village Remembers.
Carnie’s only daughter my Great Grandmother Elizabeth Logan Seaton
married her cousin James Logan, became Elizabeth Logan Logan and they
had 5 children. James supposedly abandoned the family and went off with
a woman from Anstruther – but that’s another story!
As a child I went to my Nana’s in Hawthornvale for lunch most days from
school (I didn’t like school dinners!) as did her Uncle Jimmy. (My mother
said he had been ‘disappointed in love’ and had never married). James
Ramsay Seaton (Jimmy) last surviving child of Carnie Seaton died in 1962
aged 84, and how I wish I had asked him more about his family and
experiences.
If you can add anything to this story I would be glad to hear from you.

ABOVE: Fishwife Elizabeth Logan Logan,
great-grandmother to the author and
daughter of Carnie and Helen Seaton.

Introducing

Margaret Wallace
Our Social Media Editor
IT WAS ONE OF THOSE CHANCE
occasions.
Margaret visited the Newhaven
Police Box when Newhaven Heritage were
hosting a Scan Saturday — the public are invited
to bring pictures of Old Newhaven down so that
we can digitally capture them on a While-U-Wait
service.
I was on duty and chatting away about the images
that Margaret had brought with her and the
fascinating history behind them (see opposite).
She had a number of photographs for scanning
that have now been balanced, corrected,
catalogued.
It turned out that our own Honorary Preses,
Sophia Abrahamsen, had taught Margaret as a
child at St Andrew’s Sunday School when who
should arrive at the Box but Sophia herself. A
pleasant re-union ensued.
It also transpired that amongst her skills,
Margaret looked after the Social Media for her
husband’s business. Did we need any help with
Facebook and Twitter? Did we!!!
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Since that fortuitous meeting, Margaret has
begun to get some order into the amorphous
heap that was our Facebook presence.
Followers will already see more uploads and
activity.
Facebook.com/NewhavenOnForth is all about
the Here and Now of Greater Newhaven. If you
have any news relating to the community
activities within the village and surrounding
area, please let Margaret know at:—
socialmedia@newhavenonforth.org.uk
Facebook.com/NewhavenHeritageCentre will
keep followers up to date with new (to us) and
interesting additions to the archives.
archivist@newhavenonforth.org.uk
Finally, Margaret has formed a new Facebook
Public Group called “The Bow-Tow”. (Now
there’s a surprise!) You are most welcome to
comment on what’s posted. Your collective
knowledge is always fascinating to us and adds
to our information base. A big Thank You to all.
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Homily tae
the Guider
Oh long and widden four wheeled cart
What a glorious stream-lined work of art
Wi' mony a splintered hand did start doon the brae
And gatherin' speed tae freeze yer heart — on a simmer's day.

A smelly fish box for the basic chassis
Four wheel frae the pram o' some wee lassie
The claes line tae steer wi' — it's lookin' classy, then wi' a shout
Yer mither yells "yer neck is brassy" and gies ye a clout.

Neck and neck we gather speed
A trusty knight hadna a better steed
The warrior cries "Ahm in the lead" ower stone and boulder
Chariots replay the immortal creed o' the Roman soldier.

Then wi' broken axle and buckled wheel
Up the brae back hame we steal
An skin frae elbies begins tae peel, but oh! the glory
The skelpit lugs such pain tae feel, and that's anither story.

So when auld age comes and oor guiders replaced
By a chair on wheels we remember the taste
O' the speed and the days o' the chariot race, the memory's a glimmer
And so that a snail can match oor pace —
GIE US A ZIMMER!
Moya Flockhart
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And two Bairns from Newhaven reminisce
about their buggies . . .
WE WERE ALWAYS on the lookout for old prams that had been
dumped. Once you found one you were set: take the wheels off
complete with axles, then look about for scrap wood to make the body.
Rectangle shape, about three feet long and a couple of feet wide if my memory serves, with a piece
sticking out of the front to take the front axle and the steering gear. A piece of rope was the steering
wheel. Another type of guider, though not so common or popular was made using steel ball races for
wheels. Lots of fun and a different experience when you went sliding off going round corners, just
like a racing car.
My favourite place was the wee hill at the south end of Jessfield Terrace when we would have
someone at the junction of Jessfield and Hawthornvale to shout “all clear” before you started
your run to make sure there were no pedestrians or cars coming, not that there were many cars
about then.
Guiders weren’t just fun things, I remember making a few pennies using it to move stuff about. The most profitable
was going round to the coalyard, where Nichollfield is now, and getting a half dozen coal bricquettes (remember
them?) for neighbours who couldn’t wait for the coalman to deliver.
Happy days, no helmets or elbow pads in those days, just skint knees and lots of fun, and of course lots of rows
from your mother for wearing the toes of your shoes out as you used them for brakes!!
Dougie Ratcliffe

IN NEWHAVEN AND LEITH, “guiders ” were built for speed and practicality — not the staid “sit up straight in”
carties that Oor Wullie and the west of Scotland seem to favour. We made them ourselves — a wee bit practical
carpentry and basic engineering. There was always timber available if you knew where to look for it.

They had a platform surface — like a sledge — that you could leap on to, flat spars on a T shaped frame. The
wheels and axles were usually salvaged from a pram but sometimes the front ones on the steering axle could be
ball races. The only brakes we had were the toes of our boots scraping on the tarmac.
They were handy. You could pull people or loads along on them. But the best fun you could get with them was to
race downhill. Mind you, you had to choose your slope carefully. The Whale Brae was a no-no — too fast — but
the ‘Vale was probably manageable.
The fastest run I ever did was down the Gipsy Brae at West Pilton and that was too fast. It’s such a steep brae you
didn’t need to run to accelerate your guider before diving on. My first run was from half way down and it went
well so I took the guider up to the top. Big mistake! The top part was Whale Brae steep but I thought I had a long
enough run to slow down safely. Of course I was wrong. It just kept accelerating from the start. By half way down
I knew I had no way of safely taking the curve at the bottom. Rather than clatter into the kerb at a high rate of
knots, I turned sharp right towards the wall on that side of the road and of course couped the guider — better
rolling over than a high-speed, head-on collision. I had scrapes and bruises but no broken bones.
Nowadays, with the level of traffic on the roads, this kind of venture couldn’t happen and probably for the best but
it was good fun at the time.
George Venters
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The Rise of the Phoenix
By Dr George Venters.
Originator of The Phoenix Project, created under the auspices of
the Newhaven Heritage Centre during his time as Chair
THE PROJECT IS NOW under way and with a fair wind should do well.
Before it “ officially” started, the children were introduced, and responded enthusiastically, to the concept. They
produced their own logos for it (such as the one above now being used as a badge — Ed) and began work with a
visit to the General Register Office, the Dome at the east end of Princes Street. For the children, it’s striking interior
with tiers of registers encircling them as they looked up, it was doubly impressive. Some felt it looked like
something from a Harry Potter film but all were surprised to learn that they were part of that archive — that the
start of their lives was already recorded there. We hope this begins to give them the sense of the continuity of
history we would like them to have. Not only are they finding out about the stories of children like them who have
gone before but can see they, themselves, are already creating it — leaving their footprints for other generations
to follow.
The General Register Office team have been exemplary in their friendly, welcoming response to the children and
in the training programmes they are using to help them learn how to explore the registers and reports.
It’s a properly inter-generational educational project. Given the importance of stories to the learners, we have
ensured that some of the children they choose will have living descendants in the village. The latter will be able
to help the learners flesh out the lives and times of their choices.
Through the good offices of Karen Chambers of the “Shoreline “ project, we were able to set up a meeting showing
films of interviews with Bow-Tows interviewed as part that project. This gave the children the chance to meet and
talk with village “elders”. It was an enjoyable and fruitful experience for all — particularly those of us who had the
chance to chat with the bairns. They were pleasant, well mannered , friendly and astute in their questions, taxing
our memories and setting us off on our own investigations to find answers to puzzles they raised in our minds.
So far, so good but we still have a lot to do.
The learners are now embarking on their research in detail and also compiling their own versions of the stories
they discover.
We have other people and organisations taking an interest in the
project and viewing it positively. The Scottish History Society has
sent us a letter of support. Consequently we want to make it easier
for others to follow our example in their own way.
Dr Neil Magillivray, of Edinburgh University History Department, has
given us access to his thesis on “Food, Poverty and Epidemic
Disease in Edinburgh 1840-50”. This gives a bedrock on which to
build a general medical and social context into which to set the
stories. It will require adaptation to make it usable by young learners
and we have started working on this.
The learners are scheduled to complete their work by the end of this
term. We’re all looking forward to seeing what they produce. Given
what we have seen thus far — of the abilities and commitment of the
pupils and teachers — and the growing community engagement, we are
confident the project will have wings.
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The Phoenix Project in one image — a
name from the school’s records from
Victorian and Edwardian times; a child
chosen, a story to be discovered. And by
that device, an appreciation of life in
Newhaven 100 years ago, a connection
with where the learner now lives, and the
nourishing of the roots of belonging.

THE PHOENIX PROJECT BROCHURE FOR THE BAIRNS
Why Phoenix?
A Phoenix is a magical bird that the Ancient
Egyptians believed in. It lived for five hundred years
then burst into flames and died — only to be born
again out of its own ashes.
We’re calling this project you are going to be working
on the “Phoenix Project”. This is because, after one
hundred and seventy five years in this one, Victoria
Primary School is going to be born again in a new
building over the road. We want to make sure that
the special spirit of this school lives on when you
move over the road.
You will be the keepers of the spirit of the school
When Victoria Primary School was built, Newhaven
was a village where most of the people depended
upon the sea for their living Fishing has never been
an easy job and in those days was dangerous. People
had to work together to keep safe and help each
other when times were hard. They cared and looked
out for each all through their lives.
That spirit was carried into the school and lives in
you. Being kind to, and caring for each other, has
always been something we expect to see in the
school. It’s how the pupils behaved in the past. By
working on the Phoenix Project you’ll learn about
their lives. and you are keeping their kindness going.
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How it will work
You’ll be working in teams of three as detectives
finding out about a child who was at Victoria Primary
long ago.
You will choose who you want it be from the school
roll. Then you’ll find out when and where they were
born, where they lived, when they died and as much
as you can about their lives. You’ll search for facts in
in lots of different places and also talk to older
villagers who may be grandchildren of these pupils.
You’ll also build up a picture of the village in the
times when these children were alive.
You will be story tellers
How you tell these stories will be up to you.
You can write stories, poems or songs, do drawings or
paintings, take photos or videos to show how pupils
lived then. You will also work with Newhaven Heritage
feeding into projects to bring the peoples’ stories back
to life.
You will be pioneers
No primary school learners have ever done a project
like this before. Your work will be new and also on
the internet so that anybody, who wants to, can
always find it. You are writing these histories for
yourselves and for others to use. They are not in
textbooks or on other websites
So now, make it happen and have fun
VISIT US on www.newhavenheritagecentre.org.uk

N E W H AV E N H E R I TA G E C O M M U N I T Y G A R D E N S

AUCHINLECK
MURALS
By HEATHER Yang

DURING
OCTOBER AND
November 2019, the
children from the Victoria
Primary School After School
Club worked with an artist to
create four murals inspired by the
street names in Newhaven Village. The
children heard some stories and then drew
pictures and made clay pieces that were added to
offer a 3D effect to the panels on Willowbank Row,
Auchinleck Brae, Whale Brae and
Peacock Court. This was all made
possible with a grant from the University
of
Edinburgh
Community
Fund.
Storytelling and old photographs were
used as props for the project. In 2020
the panels will be installed near the
community garden on Newhaven Main
Street and visitors and locals can read
tales of the past while admiring the
artwork of the current generation in
bringing the street names alive.

www.facebook.com/NewhavenHeritageCommunityGarden
10
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BREATHLESS!
Another successful and busy year,
says Christine Shepherd
SINCE THE LAST EDITION OF BOW-TOW
a lot has been going on at Starbank Park
in the way of social activities and, of
course, garden developments.
Sunday 18 August saw what has now become an annual celebration by St Columba’s Hospice of the lives of those
who have been in the care of the Hospice. This was followed the next weekend by a Friends of Starbank Park Stall
at the Trinity Community Gala in Lomond Park — an event attended by close on 1000 people. Amazingly,
considering the amount of rain that had fallen in the preceding weeks, 25 August was a beautifully sunny day. The
annual Wine & Cheese for members of Friends of Starbank Park followed on 28 August when we were entertained
by the beautiful harp playing of one of the Friends, Jen Gilchrist.
Autumn saw two further events with all the activities and yummy refreshments which are now a trademark feature
of Friends of Starbank Park social calendar. On Saturday 28 September, the Macmillan Coffee Morning raised a
respectable sum for Macmillan. And the Hallowe’en Party on Saturday 26 October was the usual riot of witches,
pumpkins, cats, ghosts, vampires et al. Gate admissions totalled over 900 (yes – we have acquired a manual clicker
people counter!) and the weather favoured us. We had a spectacular display
of army vehicles in the Park, which were appropriately decorated for the
occasion. And we were delighted to welome Deidre Brock (left) in a slightly
different guise from that usually seen in the House of Commons.
Upcoming events:—
Runfit Movember is back in the Park – https://livethestudio.com/calendar
Friends of Starbank AGM January 2020– date tba
Easter Egg Hunt – Friday 10 April 2020
Watch out for the posters and notices on social media.
Other news:
● On 30 October Stan Dunlop and Janet McArthur picked up ‘It’s Your
Neighbouhood’ Outstanding Award (95%) at the Keep Scotland Beautiful
seminar
● Wooden arches at entrances to the nature trail are now in place
● New greenhouse is being well used and the possibility of having a second
greenhouse is under discussion
● A storage box for pots has been purchased
● Bird boxes have been cleaned now that the young have left the nests
● Representations are to be made to MP, Councillors, and Rangers to install
recycling bins within the Park so that plastic bottles especially are not put
in general waste bins
● Possibility and feasibility of restoring the drinking fountain to be explored.
We run two volunteer sessions a week: Wednesday and Saturday 10.00-11.30am
with refreshments afterwards. Come and volunteer as you can or help out at our
events.
LIKE US ON facebook /NewhavenOnForth

ABOVE: Fancy dress was the
order of the day at Hallowe’en
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The 2020 Newhaven
Heritage Calendar is
on sale now, priced £6
Containing 12 vintage
postcards from bygone
days, it presents a
fascinating display of
life in the village in
the late 19th and
early 20th centuries
You can buy your copy from
Scottish Design Exchange,
Porto & Fi, Cafe Connections,
The Haven Cafe, Masons
the Bakers, Welch
the Fishmonger
While stocks last

SCAN Saturday AT THE BOX
Having the temporary use of the old Police Box down by the harbour has meant that we can
invite the public to bring photographs of old to be scanned for the Newhaven Heritage
archives. Among the treasure trove of images there are some real gems. Like this one of
the Coronation Day party on Hawthornvale in 1953 from Carol Hindsley
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NEXT ISSUE — Published February 2020. If you have any suggestions for features that you would like to
see in future Bow-Tows, do please get in touch with us, Newhaven Heritage, at
newhavenheritage@gmail.com. This is also the same email address to use if you wish to be put on the free
subscription list. The deadline for the next issue is Monday 13 January 2020.
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